Yes! You Can Learn How to Write Children's Books, Get Them Published, and Build a Successful Writing Career

BY NANCY I. SANDERS
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In this ground-breaking book, best-selling and award-winning author Nancy I. Sanders shares insider’s tips and explains the secrets to landing a contract before you write your manuscript -- even if you’re an inexperienced or unpublished children's writer. Whether you’re just starting out or have numerous published credits to your name, Nancy teaches you how to manage your time and focus your energies so that you are writing each day with purpose in order to get published, earn an income, and satisfy your personal fulfillment as a writer. Follow Nancy’s instructions, and you, too, can establish the foundation for building a successful career as a children’s writer. Yes! You can.

"Yes! You Can is like having your own personal writing coach at your side."
-Aimee Jackson, Senior Editor, Sleeping Bear Press

"Here, at last, is the book on children’s writing I’ve been looking for to offer my writing customers."
-Sally E. Stuart, Christian Writers’ Market Guide
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